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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

                         Diamond & Nugget #82Ra & Sec 

 
It has been increasingly looking more like the picture we envisioned of Moses and the 
Israelites as they faced the unknown and their apparent demise at Yom Suph.  The 
news goes from bad to worse daily.  For many residents of Colorado this certainly 
seems as bad as this can get.  Yet the powers at be are looking for anything that can be 
used to coerce and cajole its residents to get the “Death Shots”; we all know by now 
they are not vaccines.  Only the ignorant {lack of knowledge) uninformed individual or a 
moron at this point in time believes that and they probably have taken their death shot 
months ago.   What makes his Executive Order so concerning is that homosexual 
Governor Jared Polis has his own reasons to persecute Christians.   
 
The conservative nonprofit Liberty Counsel filed a lawsuit a year ago July in U.S. District 
Court in Denver on behalf of Andrew Wommack Ministries. 
 
The lawsuit claims the state is "discriminating against religious gatherings with restricted 
numerical and capacity limitations that are not imposed on non-religious gatherings," 
according to Liberty Counsel.  
 
The group was seeking a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunctions on 
multiple coronavirus-related public health orders. Specifically, the lawsuit challenges 
Colorado's limits on gatherings that capped events at 175 people.  I lost track of the 
lawsuit during the height of the Covid scamdemic lockdown as similar lawsuits were 
being filed around the country. Jared Polis is the first homosexual governor and first 
Jewish governor, as well as having a history of not filing and paying federal income tax 
on his billions. In 1996, Polis founded the online greeting card company Blue Mountain, 
a spinoff of a firm started by his parents. He later sold the dot-com startup for $780 
million. In 1998, Polis launched the online flower retailer ProFlowers, which he later sold 
for $470 million.   
 
Polis, who was at the time among the top five wealthiest members of Congress — his 
net worth is estimated at between $90 and $390 million — sees his business 
background as an asset to his political career.  Polis dismisses accusations that he 
used his wealth to buy his way into office. He spent $1 million on his campaign to serve 
on the State Board of Education compared to his opponent’s $100,000, and $6 million 
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on his 2008 congressional campaign, defeating Democratic establishment candidate 
Joan Fitz-Gerald in the primary.  The Dems are probably considering him for their next 
short list of candidates for 2024. 
  
Colorado Gay Governor Signs Executive Order: Hospitals Authorized to TURN 
AWAY Unvaxxed and Treat VAXED instead  
Hospitals in Colorado are being allowed to turn away patients as the state experiences 
its worst COVID surge in a year.  This is a GRAVE Violation of Medical Ethics!  This is 
without question, a gross overreach by Gov. Jared Polis, and hints of payback to the 
Christians of Colorado. 
 
An order signed Sunday, October 30th, 2021, by Gov. Jared Polis gives health care 
professionals the authority to prioritize crisis care under the direction of the state health 
department.  That seems to translate into treating the "vaccinated" and turning away the 
"unvaccinated." 
 
Aside from the simple delineation above, readers should also factor-in that people who 
took ONE, or even TWO doses of the so-called "vaccine" are considered "unvaccinated" 
if they are less than 14 days out form the second shot, or . . . if the state requires a third 
shot as a Booster, they are "Unvaccinated" if they have not taken the third shot. 
 
So when Colorado says their hospitals are filling up with "unvaccinated" it's a play on 
words to cover up the fact that people who took any of the shots are the ones 
getting the sickest!  We are getting into the “die off” months predicted back in April 
by doctors who refused to be muzzled for exposing the spike protein (PEG).   
 
What seems to be happening in Colorado is that vast numbers of people, who took one, 
two, or possibly all three shots, are developing symptoms of COVID . . .  FROM THE 
SHOTS . . . . Which induce growth of spike proteins in their human cells, and the state 
is becoming overwhelmed. 
  
It seems to be a problem of their own making, by aggressively pushing experimental 
gene-therapy as if it was a "vaccine."  
 
There has never been a "messenger RNA" "vaccine" given to the public before, and 
clinical trials were not completed before these COVID shots were allowed to be given 
out.  This was a direct to human protocol.  Animal tests were stopped when all the lab 
animals died within days of being vaxxed.  That was proof positive that the vaxxes 
should have been stopped, but the continued and over 18,000 U.S. citizens died since. 
This is a depopulation crime against humanity.   
    
Had the clinical trials been done, perhaps researchers could have seen that the mRNA 
shots cause the very COVID symptoms that are sickening people now, and the shots 
would not have been given out.  Big Pharma has since admitted they made a mistake 
but that is not going to stop their agenda of depopulation. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FCY8hN_dPnmLLaKovTRNFMFhHNlJRnOW/view
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Instead, in a mad rush to treat COVID, (which has a 99.8% survival rate and is thus not 
an emergency and not a pandemic) government allowed a not fully tested product to be 
given out, and now people are getting sick in such vast numbers, their healthcare 
system is collapsing. 
 
Many people quietly observe "They did this to themselves." 
 
While the state has a nearly 80% partial vaccination rate, they claim "unvaccinated 
people" with severe Covid-19 are overwhelming hospitals, many of which reported 
being over 90% capacity, according to Scott Bookman, Covid-19 incident commander 
for the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment. 
 
"If you are unvaccinated, a regular trip to the grocery store, a night out to dinner are 
more dangerous than they have been at any point during this pandemic," Polis said 
Monday in Covid-19 update. "The delta variant is brutally effective at seeking out the 
unvaccinated, like a laser-guided missile."  That is another lie from the pit of hell.  The 
CDC since the outset of Covid never produced slides of the original virus and can’t do 
so for the alleged delta.  The governor is full of bovine excrement and one has to 
wonder if his election was won fair and square or was another steal by the Dems! 
 
A total of 1,358 Covid patients were hospitalized across Colorado last Wednesday, 
almost a 50% increase from the 909 Covid patients hospitalized on October 3, 
according to the state's Covid-19 dashboard. 
 
Covid hospitalization rates have been steadily growing since a summer low in Colorado, 
with 455 reported at the start of August. Polis said the state has the fifth-highest number 
of Covid cases in the country. 
 
The majority of Covid hospitalizations are among unvaccinated people, "at somewhere 
between 80 and 90 percent across Colorado," said Dr. Michelle Barron, senior medical 
director of infection control and prevention for UCHealth, the largest hospital in the 
Denver area.  This statement lacks evidence to prove it is the case. 
 
Doctors and nurses have been taking extra shifts and working overtime to meet the 
growing need, said Dr. Eric Poeschla, an infectious disease specialist at the University 
of Colorado Hospital, where 85% of all Covid patients are unvaccinated.  Besides 
getting vaccinated, a more holistic approach to Covid-19 prevention might better protect 
the most vulnerable and reduce hospitalizations, he said. 
 
"The most sensible strategy, I think, is a combination of vaccination, boosting, masking, 
limiting indoor gatherings without masking," Poeschla said. "Attention to all those things 
at once really helps." 
 
Vaccinated people in Colorado are not required to wear masks in most indoor settings, 
while studies show that a vaccinated person's viral load may be similar to that of an 

https://covid19.colorado.gov/data
https://covid19.colorado.gov/mask-guidance
https://www.ucdavis.edu/health/covid-19/news/viral-loads-similar-between-vaccinated-and-unvaccinated-people
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unvaccinated person. Although the state’s partially vaccinated rate is comparatively high 
nationwide, the state must reach around a 90% rate to avoid another surge, he said. 
 
“Until more people are vaccinated, each precaution will protect those who cannot get 
vaccinated or who have serious breakthrough cases,” Barron said. While the "vast 
majority" of Covid-19 patients in Colorado hospitals are unvaccinated, the vaccinated 
hospitalizations represent the state's most physically vulnerable population. 
 
“Among the roughly 20% of vaccinated people hospitalized for Covid-19, many are over 
65 or have underlying comorbidities that lead to immunosuppression, like cancer 
patients who need chemotherapy,” she said. 
 
“When you have a vulnerable host and then you have delta in play, which is much more 
infectious and much more transmissible, it's the perfect storm where all you need is one 
community to be vulnerable who can then get impacted and then expose more people, 
and it just keeps the momentum,” Barron said. “Like a wildfire.” 
 
I believe that most of you would say this is insanity, criminal insanity, perhaps we should 
call it for what it is, Satanic criminal insanity.  However, there is a lesson here to be 
learned.  If you have been a Christian for very long, then you are well aware of what that 
lesson is.  The past two years has been a challenge for so many, believers and non-
believers alike, conspicuously more so for Christians, no one disputes these have been 
trying days.  The other day was one of those days for me.  I’m not saying every day 
hasn’t been a trying day, but more so last Friday.  It seems that every day brings 
another attack on humanity, to wear it down into submission!  But we ought not to 
expect to be any other way. 
 
The October jobs report that came out on Friday isn’t as good as Joe Biden claims it is. 
 
Biden on Friday falsely claimed his economic recovery is “faster” and “stronger” than 
“anyone could have predicted.”  He also absurdly claimed “wages are up.”  The labour 
participation rate has not budged since last year.  Joe Biden is not creating any new 
jobs.  For the 14th straight month, more than 100 million people are not in the labour 
force.  He wants to give every illegal immigrant $450,000 to get acclimated and settled 
into their new homeland!     
 
The Labour Department’s Bureau of Labour Statistics announced on Friday that 
100,450,000 people in this country were not in the labour force in October, up 38,000 
from the 100,412,000 in September.  This is the 14th straight month that this “not in the 
labour force” number has remained above 100,000,000.  My wife keeps asking me how 
do these people live?  I know from an RV salesman report that his business was 
booming all year.  He said most of his clients were cashing out their retirement money, 
buying an RV and traveling the country as part of their “bucket” list.   
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People who are neither employed, nor unemployed are not in the labour force are there 
for various reasons. This category includes retired persons, students, those taking care 
of children or other family members, and others who are neither working nor seeking 
work. 
 
Among those not in the labour force in October, 1.3 million persons said they were 
prevented from looking for work due to the pandemic. This measure is down from 1.6 
million in September.  Where I live in Kentucky, my wife says every business in town 
has signs in their place of business saying “We Are Hiring”.  In the tri-county area, the 
county-seat towns report businesses closing as early as 6 pm because of short help.  
Something does not quite jive with the data.  Many restaurants report “unavailable” 
items on their menu and have for months. 
 
The number of people not in the labour force reached a record high of 103,418,000 in 
April 2020, as the pandemic took hold; and the highest it’s been under President Joe 
Biden is 100,708,000 this past February. 
 
We are told ports are saying there is a shortage of truck drivers is the problem.  There is 
some truth in that general statement, however, other issue are geo-political in nature 
over payment requirements upon delivery at the dock.  There is an economic war 
ongoing between the U.S. and China, and the result is to intentional delay payments to 
Chinese manufacturers and shippers geared to undermine the Chinese financial 
system.  All of that is being provoked by the UK/EU oligarchs trying to push this financial 
war into a kinetic war of nuclear weapons.  
 
A Ship Report for 11/3/21 showed 159 total ships in ports of LA and Long Beach 
including 101 at anchor or loitering & 58 at berths. Of the 159, 102 are container ships 
including 76 at anchor or loitering & 26 at berth. 52 vessels loitering; 45 container ships, 
2 tankers, 4 bulk, and 1 general cargo.  Approximately a half-million (500,000) 20-ft. and 
40-ft. container boxes, in-bound and out-bound clog the streets of LA/LB.  All of this has 
led to port operators charging fees for what they call dwell time for delays.   
 
At the global level, organizations such as the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) here 
in the U.S. and the Bilderberg Group are part of a larger plan to destroy the U.S., the 
petro-dollar as reserve currency for the world, and to ultimately break-up the continental 
U.S. into 10 districts.  I repeat a question that will help people understand what has 
been happening since 1945, with the founding of the United Nations.  50 countries were 
part of the UN at its founding.  Today there are 193 countries with membership in the 
UN.  Is it easier to control the world with fewer or greater national states?  The Vatican 
has greater control over the world today through a divided world at the UN.  What does 
the Vatican have to do with international shipping delays?  Lots more than you know!  
 
The Holy See since the fifth century, long before the founding of the Vatican City State 
in 1929, papal envoys (now known as nuncios) have represented the Holy See to 
foreign potentates. Additionally, papal representatives known not as nuncios but as 
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apostolic delegates ensure contact between the Holy See and the Catholic Church in 
countries that do not have diplomatic relations with the Holy See.  There are close to 
200 papal nuncios and apostolic delegates that “lobby” UN member states’ delegates at 
the UN.  Depending on the importance of a country, the Vatican envoy may have a staff 
to influence the member states of the UN.  No other organization has as much influence 
at the UN as does the Papacy!  None! 
 
The Jesuit publication ‘America’ provided information on alleged President Joe Biden’s 
visit with Pope Francis last week.   
 
Pope Francis and President Joe Biden talked together in private for 75 minutes, an 
unusually long time by Vatican standards, a sign that the two leaders had a more in-
depth discussion than observers had expected.  The photo below is not that of Joe 
Biden, but his alleged double Arthur Roberts, as can be confirmed by absence of his left 
ear lobe.  The ear simply blends into his neck! 
 

 
 
Francis warmly welcomed Mr. Biden, the second Catholic president of the United 
States, when he arrived at the papal library just before 12:10 p.m. Rome time. He then 
invited the president into the library, and the two leaders sat facing each other across 
the table in the library where Pope Francis has conversed with many of the world’s 
leaders over the past eight years, including Mr. Biden’s two predecessors, Donald J. 

https://www.americamagazine.org/sites/default/files/main_image/2021/10/29/20211029T0847-POPE-BIDEN-VATICAN-1511118.JPG.JPG
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Trump, on May 24, 2017, for 30 minutes, and Barack Obama on March 27, 2014, for 52 
minutes. 
 
On the table there was a crucifix, a clock, a note pad and a bell, which the pope rings to 
signal the end of the private audience and to invite the president’s delegation to enter 
the room.  So when the pope rings that bell, it becomes picture time for the media! 
 
Pope Francis and President Joe Biden talked together in private for 75 minutes, an 
unusually long time by Vatican standards. 
 
Before today’s encounter, much was written regarding the push by some, though not all, 
U.S. bishops to deny the Eucharist to pro-choice politicians, including the president, and 
some speculated that the pope might raise the issue with Mr. Biden. A senior Vatican 
source who asked not to be identified, however, told ‘America’ on the eve of the visit 
that Pope Francis had expressed his position clearly on this whole subject on the plane 
returning from Bratislava on Sept. 15 and did not see the need to say more. 
 
Indeed, it was clear to officials and media in Rome that Mr. Biden came to the Vatican 
not as a penitent to confess to the pope but as the president of the United States of 
America to discuss questions of immense global importance with the leader of the 
world’s 1.3 billion Catholics, of whom he is a great admirer. 
 
A senior Vatican official, who also wished to remain anonymous, told ‘America’ that 
Francis was happy that Mr. Biden had decided to come to visit him on the eve of the 
G20 summit of world leaders in Rome and of the important COP26 conference in 
Glasgow, where the president went on November 1st.  COP26 was the 2021 UN Climate 
Change Conference.  Former president Barack Obama was present at the meeting, 
pulling the strings of the stand-in double Arthur Roberts. 
 
President Biden was accompanied by his wife, Jill, and a delegation of 10 other people 
that included Secretary of State Antony Blinken, National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan 
and the Charges d’affaires of the United States Embassy to the Holy See, Patrick 
Connell, as the new ambassador has yet to be confirmed by the Senate. 
 
After their private conversation, following protocol, the pope and the president went to 
the back of the library and stood under a painting of the resurrection of Christ by the 
15th-century Renaissance Italian painter Perugino. There the president presented each 
member of his delegation to the pope, starting with his wife. 
 
A White House official told correspondents in Washington: “The engagement between 
the two was very warm when the delegation arrived in the room. There was laughter 
and clear rapport between President Biden and Pope Francis.”  A Vatican source that 
was present at the exchange of gifts but was not authorized to speak, told ‘America’: 
“The atmosphere was very friendly and relaxed. You could see that the pope and the 
president know each other well and enjoyed being together.” 
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The very friendly atmosphere was evident from the videos released by the Vatican after 
the visit. They showed the two men joking with each other, like old friends, but at one 
stage President Biden said, “You are the most significant warrior for peace I’ve ever 
met.” He also gave the pope one of his “command coins” that has a connection to his 
late son, Beau. 
 
Next, the two leaders went to a table in the center of the library where lay the gifts they 
would give each other. Pope Francis gave the president several gifts, including a 
painting of “The Pilgrim” on ceramic tile; the volumes of papal documents, including his 
encylicals and other major texts and this year’s message for peace, personally signed 
by the Holy Father. He also gifted him with the Document on Human Fraternity, signed 
in Abu Dhabi with the Grand Imam of Al Azhar, and the volume known as Statio Orbis, 
which documents through texts and photos Pope Francis’ talk and prayer in St. Peter’s 
Square on March 27, 2020, at the height of the pandemic. 
 
Pope Francis then accompanied President Biden to the door of the library, and they 
bade farewell to each other at 1:40 p.m. This means the length of the entire audience 
was 90 minutes. 
 
After the audience with the pope, President Biden, accompanied by Mr. Blinken, was 
escorted to the Secretariat of State for a nearly hour-long meeting with Cardinal Pietro 
Parolin, the secretary of state, and Archbishop Paul Gallagher, the secretary for 
relations with states. He had previously met both senior officials in the United States in 
2015 and in the Vatican. 
 
The Vatican issued the following statement when the president had left the city-state. 
Without distinguishing what was discussed between the president and the pope, and 
what was discussed between the president and the pope’s top advisors, it said: 
 
“During the course of the cordial discussions, the Parties focused on the joint 
commitment to the protection and care of the planet, the healthcare situation and the 
fight against the Covid-19 pandemic, as well as the theme of refugees and assistance to 
migrants.” It added that “ reference was also made to the protection of human rights, 
including freedom of religion and conscience.” It concluded: “ the talks enabled an 
exchange of views on some matters regarding the current international situation, also in 
the context of the imminent G20 summit in Rome, and on the promotion of peace in the 
world through political negotiation.” 
 
President Biden drove up the Via della Conciliazione, leading to St. Peter’s Square, 
around 11:50 a.m., amid intense security on the ground and helicopters overhead, in a 
motorcade of 85 vehicles, that recalled the power and prestige of imperial Rome in an 
earlier era. Mr. Biden was seated in one of the two identical armored cars, known as 
“the Beast,” surrounded by police escorts. 
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The cortege entered on the left-hand side of St. Peter’s Square, then went through the 
Arch of the Bells at the side of St. Peter’s Basilica, on to the St. Damaso courtyard. On 
his arrival, a platoon of Swiss Guards stood to attention in his honour as he stepped out 
of the car and was greeted with “welcome” by the Regent of the papal household, 
Monsignor Leonardo Sapienza. “It’s good to be back,” Mr. Biden responded. 
 
The monsignor then presented him to the seven gentlemen of the papal household, 
before escorting him to the lift that took him to the second floor of the apostolic palace. 
 
On arrival there, he was escorted by Swiss Guards and other gentlemen of the papal 
household, through the 15th-century corridors and halls decorated by Raphael and 
other Italian artists, to the small throne room in front of the papal library where he was 
welcomed by Pope Francis. He arrived almost 10 minutes late for the papal audience 
due to the fact that President Moon of South Korea, who had an earlier 25-minute 
private audience with the pope and senior Vatican officials, had yet to leave the Vatican. 
It was the 31st meeting between a president of the United States and a pope since 
Woodrow Wilson visited Benedict XV in January 1919. Over the past half century, all 
presidents have visited the pope, and in 1984 the United States and the Holy See 
established diplomatic relations. 
 
The significance of what I have shared relative to this official meeting of “Heads of 
State” may not seem pertinent in the days leading up to the Tribulation period as much 
as it speaks to the larger issue of the Beast System made up of the Vatican, the USA, 
and the UK.  Pope Francis knows the players of the global economic, military, and 
religious Triad which the Bible mentions that it will usher in the New World Order.  He 
and his massive staff of Apostolic nuncios keep the UN member states in line as he 
champions the vaxx to “depopulate” the world of those the elite plan to eliminate in the 
name of “Sustainable Development.”  I will share an incredible caveat discussed 
between Pope Francis and Prince Charles of Wales.  This will heighten your excitement 
and anticipation relative to the Rapture! 
 
We could never imagine the many facets about this time in the history of humanity when 
virtually everything we read and hear is about our extermination under the guise of 
public health, climate change, carbon footprints, Eco green nirvana, and saving the 
planet.  All of this bizarre picture of where we stand presently, bad news for sure, but 
hidden in this picture is the imminent “Blessed Hope”!    
 
For those unfamiliar with the Biblical scenario, it all seems bleak and hopeless. And if 
you don’t guard against it, it will drive you into despair!  I believe God has used the past 
two years as a wake-up call, to draw humanity back to His Word.  Most of the 
institutional church is in “deep” sleep.  As dire and hopeless that this might seem it may 
seem, there is a light at the end of this tunnel.  Think Revelation 3:10 and may I suggest 
you memorize that verse?   
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Under the landmark Paris agreement, signed in 2015, nations committed to holding 
global temperature rises to “well below” 2C above pre-industrial levels, while “pursuing 
efforts” to limit heating to 1.5C. Those goals are legally binding and enshrined in the 
treaty. 
 
However, to meet those goals, countries also agreed on non-binding national targets to 
cut – or in the case of developing countries, to curb the growth of – greenhouse gas 
emissions in the near term, by 2030 in most cases. 
 
Those national targets – known as nationally determined contributions, or NDCs – were 
inadequate to hold the world within the Paris temperature targets. If fulfilled, they would 
result in 3C or more of warming, which would be disastrous.  The truth is that has not 
happened. 
 
Everyone knew at Paris that the NDCs were inadequate, so the French built into the 
accord a “ratchet mechanism” by which countries would have to return to the table 
every five years with fresh commitments. Those five years were up on December 31, 
2020, but the pandemic prevented many countries coming forward. 
 
All countries are now being urged to revise their NDCs before (COP26) in line with a 
1.5C target, the lower of the two Paris goals. Scientists estimate that emissions must be 
reduced by 45% by 2030, compared with 2010 levels, and from there to net zero 
emissions by 2050, if the world is to have a good chance of remaining within the 1.5C 
threshold. 
 
The world’s biggest emitter, China, produced its NDC a few days before the start of 
Cop26, but analysts said it was disappointing. China will aim for emissions to peak by 
2030, and reach net zero emissions by 2060, and reduce the amount of carbon it 
produces per unit of GDP by 65%. But these are the same commitments made by the 
Chinese government more than a year ago, and experts believe China is capable of 
doing far more – of peaking emissions by 2025, which would be a major boost to global 
efforts to remain within 1.5C.  The fact is they will never be able to achieve their goals, 
then or perhaps ever! 
 
The fact is, China needs to build 400 new coal-fired power plants to reach its energy 
needs to remain the world’s economic engine for goods that people want and need!  
Insufficient energy in recent weeks has led to 2-day work weeks in China due to 
electricity outages and the need to meet emission limits!  China is preoccupied in its 
plans to re-take Taiwan.  This event could take place in the next two months by their 
preparations and forward deployment of troops, weapons, and aircraft.  The U.S. as of 
November 10th has two aircraft carrier battlegroups in the western Pacific and two in 
port on the U.S. west coast prepared to respond should war break out between China 
and Taiwan.  These are the tip of the spear supported by “boomers” nuclear submarines 
on patrol throughout the Pacific theater. 
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Xi Jinping, China’s president did not come to Glasgow. His attendance would have been 
a significant boost, but leading figures in the talks have said they can still have a 
successful outcome without his physical presence.  They lied!  They also lied to 
themselves in their failure to achieve anything but eat and toast each other’s hollow 
platitudes!  China due to its size will cheat all they want and never to be held 
accountable! 
 

 
 
This verse enunciates the principle drawn from the Septuagint version of Habakkuk 2:4 
("the just shall live by faith") and is demonstrated by the Biblical account of Enoch's 
life. Apart from faith no man can receive God's approval. Whoever comes to God, i.e., 
prays and worships; must do two things if his worship is to be accepted as were the 
sacrifice of Abel and the life of Enoch.  
 
They must believe both that God exists and that He rewards those who earnestly seek 
Him. The Hebrews to whom this epistle was written believed in God's existence, but 
some of them apparently were wondering whether or not Jesus was truly the Messiah 
and if He was going to return to set up the kingdom of God. They were assured that if 
they continued to walk with God, they would also obtain a testimony to their own 
righteousness before God. The same is no less true for believers today. 
 
All the news today: local, state, national, and international borders on the apocalyptic.  
From that we can take comfort in all of the ominous and threatening news, simply 
because the Bible foretold what to expect.  Jesus told us to occupy until He comes.  In 
Luke 19: 13, we find the single instance of the word to occupy.  The nobleman called his 
ten servants and gave them each ten "pounds" (Greek, mna). The mina was a Greek 
coin worth 100 drachmas. (A drachma was a laborer's daily wage.) The parallel Jesus 
intended by this aspect of the parable is that His followers must use the gift of 

https://dailyverses.net/2021/11/6/kjv
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redemption faithfully until He returned. This is stated by the command to "occupy" -
(Greek, pragmateuomai) or to "do business" or "trade" until He returned. One element 
of this command may involve a specific application, that is, the believer is entrusted with 
the gospel of salvation. Therefore, faithful "occupation" involves sharing that treasure 
with others until Jesus comes back -(1st Thessalonians 2:4; 1st Timothy 1:11).   
 
I noted above that I was weary of all of what we have had to deal with the past two 
years.  I’m tired and wished that it would all simply go away for good.  I believe I 
expressed what you and so many others have felt during this tumult turbulence.  Just 
remember, “This too shall pass” and the glory ahead is worth every moment of our 
endurance.  Scripture provides close to thereabout 300 specific references where Jesus 
made it clear He is coming back!  I knew things would not go away and so I did not 
delude myself that we were closing in on the end of days! 

 

 
 
At the World Leaders Summit of the United Nations Climate Change Conference 
(COP26), Prince Charles called for “a vast military-style campaign” against pollution and 
carbon emissions, waging a war against mankind to save any and all other organisms 
on Earth.  He might have been privately saying, “Let’s Go Brandon!”   In case you are 
not familiar with the King of “Sustainable Development”, it will not be long before he 
receives his cue and steps forward to signs the covenant “with the many!”  Perhaps 
Prince Charles has found an answer to why old people fart so much.  
 

Methane Madness 
The grandly aspirational announcements getting all the COP 26 press actually have 
nothing to do with the Glasgow event, which was basically a business meeting. 
 
Most of these big news events are in reality trivial, such as India saying it will try to hit 
net zero 50 years from now.  
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One grand aspiration, however, is worth a closer examination, because it is worse than 
empty. It is dangerously stupid. This is the growing pledge to reduce methane 
emissions by 30% by 2030. 
 
Here is how ‘Climate Home News’ put it: “The U.S. and EU got more than a hundred 
countries on board with a commitment to cut methane emissions 30% by 2030, and 
putting the oil and gas sector leakage in the spotlight”. 
 
Take a good look at the Antichrist below!  Several weeks ago, I stated that Prince 
Charles was ramping up his exposure in the media and he has not let us down and 
been true to my remarks.  Watch closely the media coverage of Charles in the days just 
ahead! 
 

 
 

Will Prince Charles Wage War On Mankind As King? 
Brian Wilson | Infowars.com, November 6th 2021, 10:45 am 
Image Credit: Infowars.com 
 
 
Wow, more than a hundred countries. And who needs leakage, right? Leakage sounds 
like waste, although like recycling it might be ridiculously expensive to stop the waste.  
The World Economic Forum said the shut down this past year cut methane emissions 
significantly but it produced more trash as a result of people ordering “take out” food 
and the resulting consequence came in the  world had a huge uptick in trash pickups. 
 
The problem is that very few countries outside the EU and U.S. generate a lot of 
methane from extensive oil and gas production. For most countries the methane comes 
from FARMING. If you cut farming by 30% a lot of people quickly starve to death. No 
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one seems to have noticed this inconvenient truth.  You can be sure it is baked in the 
cake as they push the less visible global depopulation agenda!  As Agenda 2030 
revealed, there were no suggestions how to achieve these goals, without great loss of 
life!  The orders were just “do it, you find a way!” 
 
The estimates of methane emissions by source are all over the place, which is another 
reason promising a 30% cut in 7 short years is stupid. But here are some standard 
global numbers that frame the issue.  Prince Charles used this time frame “7 short 
years” more than a few times sparking our ears attention! 
 
The three big sources are energy, livestock and rice growing and they are roughly 
equal. In the U.S. and EU energy is huge, while rice is very small and livestock is just 
sizable. In many developing countries energy is small while either rice or livestock are 
huge as a fraction of methane emissions. It does not matter how small your economy is, 
your target is still a 30% cut. 
 

 
 
Livestock is not just cows, it is all domestic ruminants. In round numbers the estimated 
global population is 1.5 billion cows, 1.1 billion sheep and 0.9 billion goats.  Basically 
3.5 billion methane generating critters. Imagine the impact of cutting these huge 
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numbers by 30%.  One of those who would benefit greatly is Bill Gates and his lab-
grown meat protein to replace range and grass-fed beef for meat! 
 
Bill Gates has invested at different times in several companies making meat 
replacement products, including ‘Memphis Meats’, which grows meat from living cells in 
a lab. Bill Gates has a big idea to fight climate change. The Microsoft cofounder and 
chair of the investment fund Breakthrough Energy Ventures recently suggested that “all 
rich countries should move to 100 [percent] synthetic beef” in an interview with MIT 
Technology Review. 
 
Why is Gates, a direct and indirect investor in brands like ‘Beyond Meats’ and 
‘Impossible Foods’, pushing for synthetic meat—particularly synthetic beef—as a 
climate solution?   It’s all about the methane! 
 
Rice is even worse because it can be the staple diet, or a leading export good, or both. 
Global rice production is right around half a billion tons a year. Cutting that 30% would 
be catastrophic.  
 
All things considered this proposed methane reduction looks just as unrealistic as net 
zero, except it is supposed to happen in just 7 short years. We are not about to cut 
livestock and rice production at all, much less by an incredible 30%. Just as we cannot 
do without fossil fuels, we cannot do with huge cuts in livestock and rice. 
  
Perhaps there is a method to his methane madness. Maybe having impossible 
aspirations is the road to great achievement. I find this hard to accept as a rational 
policy or a survival policy. 
 
Or maybe the U.S. and EU are promising big bucks to those poor countries that at least 
try to cut their methane emissions (even though methane is harmless climate wise). Is 
this just another great green bribe, like so much of the war on climate?  Let’s hope this 
methane madness is just another pointless aspiration.   
 
Democrats are going after our food source. Biden has shut down several pipelines to 
reduce energy assets.  Three years ago California dairy farmers were required to buy 
multimillion $ cow-manure ‘digesters’ to comply with climate-change laws.  They are 
now going after agriculture in the name of climate change.  This will cause prices of 
meat and dairy to sky rocket. There will be a lot less available since most farmers 
cannot afford the high fines. People will starve to death in our country if proposed 
legislation passes.  A $6500 Methane Fee on every dairy cow and $4500 on a beef cow 
so farmers will have to get rid of their cows.  Dr. Henry Kissinger once said, control the 
energy and you control the food and you control the people!  With Prince Charles it is 
hard to guess his next halfwit scheme.  What I will mention suggests he is pretty evil 
after all!  It’s very ingenious when you understand the big picture of what Klaus Schwab 
has in mind.  Klaus Schwab-Rothschild is just another member of the House of 
Rothschild family. 
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Klaus Schwab Rothschild, founder of the World Economic Forum told the world in 2020 
that you will own nothing and enjoy it in the WEF “Build Back Better” plan.  Their plan is 
to pay off your mortgage and you will merely rent your property. You will not own a car 
or truck, you will rent one when you need to travel.  The average price to purchase a 
new car is now at $42,000.  The globalists began floating the idea a few years ago 
talking about a concept of giving people a monthly stipend to live on. It was seen as the 
answer to unemployment automation.  There are numerous issues and snags that have 
been periodically discussed in the media during the past two years of society lockdown 
and unemployment.  The “stimulus” checks and payments as a test were a precursor to 
pacify the masses as the elite transition to the “Great Reset during the Covid 
scamdemic!”   
 
When Prince Charles met with Pope Francis this past weekend, it was leaked the 
Prince discussed a “seven” year plan to create a universal “stimulus” stipend that will 
replace capitalism, with a guaranteed monthly government living income in what is an 
integrated blockchain “cashless” system.  Such a system was announced last year by 
the name of “Libra” put forth by a Greek company called Concordia.  Globally, Libra 
rapidly will encompass all transactions including those of individuals, something existing 
cryptocurrencies inherently are incapable of performing.  Thus, seemingly overnight, all 
except Libra are rendered obsolete.  The various cryptocurrencies like Bit Coin, 
intended to bypass traditional banking, will be banned by law.  It is poised for adoption 
as the single currency of the Beast System.  This single global currency will be as a 
result of a worldwide collapse and forthcoming ‘debt jubilee’ debt reset.  Libra is 
designed for buying and selling within the ”Mark” of the Beast System.  The world global 
economic system as we speak is going through the shake-out testing phase of Libra.  
You just are not aware of it but soon it will be replacing the Petro-Dollar, the Yuan, the 
Euro-Dollar, the Peso, and the Swiss Franc as all these systems are crashed 
intentionally.   
 
This Beast System will be constructed on the following components: 
 

 Classical Computers 

 D-Wave Systems Quantum Computers 

 Concordia Libra Group 

 Libra Cryptocurrency 

 Libra Blockchain 

 Algorand encryption Algorithms 

 DUST Identity Nanodiamonds 

 5G and 6G Wireless Systems and Fiber Optics 
 
All national economies are debt-based, thus their currencies are fiat constructed.  The 
global Rothschild-controlled 189 central banks are the brains behind the new “cashless” 
system. As a result, a debt jubilee of sorts will be declared, the forgiving of all private 
and public debts, thus facilitating a worldwide “reset” to zero.  I will not go into all the 
technical aspects, but the price or cost to be part of Libra Blockchain will be that you will 
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take the “Mark” of the Beast, in this case the Vaxx and the upgrades of the human body 
through a series of “booster” shots to achieve this symbiosis needed in bringing this on 
line very soon.  The masses will see this stipend as their economic security.  I’m not 
going to go into detail at this point other than to simply say that one will own nothing, 
and they probably will not like it after they find out what it includes.  The Biden/Harris 
administration Build Back Better will begin by giving amnesty to 7 million illegals that 
have flooded the country! 
 
Prince Charles is another major reason why I am confident that the Rapture is closer 
than you might think.  Prince Charles will be 73 on November 14th, 2021.  Dr. Barry Awe 
has a reference list of “80’s prophecies” in one of his recent You Tube videos.  It may 
very well be that Prince Charles belongs on Dr. Barry’s list of prophecy events that = 80 
years.  I am suggesting this “prince” is the missing piece of the Rapture puzzle.  Prince 
Charles will be 80 in 2028.  Israel also will be 80 in 2028, since its creation in May of 
1948.  What I see as significant of Charles is in that this missing piece fits the time 
frame of Daniel’s final 70th Week in an uncanny way.  Turning 73 on November 14th 
Prince Charles would be 80 years old in 2028, at the time of the Second Coming of 
Jesus Christ. 

 
You can view Dr. Barry Awe’s list naming 10 prophecies of 80 years duration.  My 
brother-in-Christ Danny Norris recalled for me the link that you can watch for yourself.  
The link is at the link below.  Here is why The RAPTURE of HIS Bride should happen in 

2021.    
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOmYx2NAffc  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOmYx2NAffc
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/the-mystery-of-the-millions-of-missing-workers/missing-pieces-pixabay/#main
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Dr. Barry’s focus is on the time frame of 80 years and its relation to Bible prophecy. It 
starts at about the minute mark 8:12.  It is about two-and-a-half minutes in length and it 
got me to thinking after reading some of the Climate Warming nonsense that Prince 
Charles dwells upon regularly on when it comes to “saving” the planet.   
 
Prince Charles is the Antichrist, although most of the Christian community will not know 
this on a larger scale.  Most of the Bible prophecy voices are afraid to touch this topic.  I 
have addressed this subject many times and provided the evidence in a number of 
articles.  I have noted two books that were published in the mid-1990s to this effect.  Dr. 
Barry Awe in his 10 prophesies noted one or two that Dr. Barry would be unlikely or 
unaware of that are linked to Prince Charles of Wales.  You can catch up with Prince 
Charles as the Antichrist in my article below, click on the title: 
 
The Satanic Talmud & The Synagogue of Satan--Part 6   
In reading the reports coming out of the Climate Change Conference (COP26), a spark 
of intuition struck me that Prince Charles of Wales had a birthday which becomes 
important in the Global Reset agenda and the transition to the New World Order and the 
coming Tribulation period.  Interestingly, Israel had one of the largest delegations to the 
meeting in Scotland this past weekend.  The meaning of that begs answers in what 
Prince Charles may have discussed with Naftali Bennett about achieving Net-Zero 
methane or perhaps something else for the Middle East.  Is it possible or could Prince 
Charles have signed the treaty with the many as part of the (COP26) global leader 
meeting?   I’m only speculating here as I would think the Daniel 9:27 “And he shall 
confirm the covenant with many for one week……….” would get the attention of the 
world media! 
 
Temperatures around the world are already at about 1.1 – 1.2C above pre-industrial 
levels, and greenhouse gas emissions are still on an upward trend.  Carbon dioxide 
output plunged during the Covid-19 lockdowns last year, but that was temporary and 
they have surged again since as economies have recovered. To stay within 1.5C, global 
emissions need to come down by about 7% a year for this decade. 
 
What about net zero? 
 
To stay within 1.5C, we must stop emitting carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases 
– from burning fossil fuels, from agriculture and animal husbandry – which create 
methane – from cutting down trees and from certain industrial processes – almost 
completely by mid-century. Any residual emissions remaining by then, for instance from 
processes that cannot be modified, must be offset by increasing the world’s carbon 
sinks, such as forests, peatlands and wetlands, which act as vast carbon stores. That 
balance is known as net zero. 
 
Long-term goals are not enough, however. The climate responds to cumulative 
emissions, and carbon dioxide stays in the atmosphere for about a century after it is 

http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/STS6.pdf
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released, so we could reach net zero by 2050 but still have emitted so much in the 
meantime that we exceed the 1.5C threshold irrevocably.  
 
All of this commotion over climate change is largely a distraction against the larger issue 
that Doug Voght exposed about two decades ago, and that global warming is all about 
the Sun, and not environmental pollution.  But Doug is just a geological scientist and 
Prince Charles is a “prince” and that speaks loudly about what the prince wants to do! 
  
Prince Charles turns 73 this week on Sunday, November 14, 2021.  That fact becomes 
an incredible piece of the larger puzzle knowing Prince Charles is the Antichrist.  This 
allows for Prince Charles to go public at this time frame like a missing piece of the 
puzzle.  Many Bible prophecy sites point to Rosh HaShanah, 2028 as the date of the 
Second Coming of Jesus Christ.  Prince Charles is a fanatic when it comes to the issue 
of Climate Change and the environment.  He truly believes he will be the Savior and is 
responsibility to eliminate any and anything that interferes with his “Sustainable 
Development” agenda.  He like his father sees humanity as a cancer on the 
environment! 
 
Dr. Barry Awe mentions Israel being 80 in 2028 in his recent videos including the link 
noting the 10 prophecies that are bound by the number of 80 years.  The “Depopulation” 
agenda has been identified by others and the undoing of society has been in a spiral 
decline and collapse that our hope, our “Blessed Hope” draws near!  Keep Revelation 
3:10 in your thinking and hang on:  “Because thou hast kept the word of my 
patience, I also will keep thee from the hour of temptation, which shall come upon 
all the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth.”  Yes, God has been showing 
patience in all of this insanity of not just the past two years, but for many centuries.  The 
2nd Law of Physics, known as “Entropy” explains why our world has been in an 
accelerating death spiral.  This law states that in a closed system (i.e. the universe), 
matter moves from an orderly to a disorderly state and that available energy neither 
increases nor decreases but remains constant. 
 
Entropy, simply put, is “disorder,” and it was designed by God for our benefit within the 
first few days of creation. Consider for a moment the air you breathe as an example. 
Without entropy one could easily find themselves suffocating by merely moving a few 
inches to the left or right. This disorder causes the gasses in the air to blend and form a 
life-sustaining solution. Without entropy, the 79% nitrogen, 20% oxygen and 1% other 
trace elements might clump together so that the space we occupy becomes unbalanced 
and unbreathable.  
 
Moscow reported that the losses of the world economy from the coronavirus pandemic 
total from $4 trillion to $10 trillion, the Head of the Russian Accounts Chamber Alexei 
Kudrin said in a video address to participants of the third International municipal forum 
of BRICS states. 
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"According to various estimates, the losses of the world economy from the pandemic 
total from $4 trillion to $10 trillion, with the bulk of those losses accounting particularly 
for budgets of regions and municipalities," he said, adding that the health systems of the 
countries around the globe have demonstrated unreadiness for the pandemic.  The 
efforts to transition the world into the Klaus Schwab “Great Reset” have imploded to the 
point where the world is ready, desperately ready, for the one who can solve all the 
world problems, i.e., the false messiah.  I would go so far as to say the world is being 
conditioned for crying out for a savior! 
 
2028 minus Daniel’s Shabua “seventieth week” of seven years = 2021.  If Prince 
Charles is revealed in the coming few days to weeks, we are likely to be Raptured out of 
here.   Even the elite of the world from the Queen down are worried about their loss of  
their power and unforeseen chaos that has come about with radical change in the global 
political/economic/religious system.   
 
In the past few days I have been mulling this over in my mind and I do not think that I 
am grasping at straws here in my suggestion that Prince Charles turning 73 on Sunday 
November 14th is a picture that frames the Daniel 9:24-27 scenario as the perfect fit of 
this piece of the puzzle into the grand picture of God’s Plan for dealing with the 
unrepentant nation of Israel and a Godless world of evil, debauchery, and crimes 
against children and humanity.  Prince Charles will be 80 in 2028, as will be Israel, and 
at that time many believe Jesus Christ will rule and reign for a millennium, of 1,000 
years.  –(Revelation 20) 
 
This was never on my horizon until last week, but Friday morning last week at 4:10 am 
that fact suddenly filled my mind out of the cold blue ether!  I was so focused that I could 
not go back to sleep and ended up reading until my wife came in four hours later to 
wrap my legs.  I have studied the Prince since 1996, but this thought has never 
occurred to me until a few days ago!   When I learned Prince Charles discussed the “7-
year” plan of a Great Reset with Pope Francis, it brought into focus how the Antichrist 
will be so popular with the masses of humanity.  
   
That creeping totalitarianism has insidiously transformed the American Republic into a 
dismally failed nation.  In fact, the U.S. government is now a fascist-communist 
governmental entity that bears no resemblance to what the Founding Fathers bravely 
inaugurated with the Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution.  Too much 
damage has been done by very rich and powerful forces that have no intention of 
backing down. 
 
The Biden administration now functions as the strong-arm of the NWO globalist power 
structure.  POTUS Imposter Joe Biden was criminally installed because he has always 
been both bribed and blackmailed to implement the New World Order agenda without 
question and with slavish submission.  Given that Manchurian Candidate Barack 
Obama had already spent two terms in office building the degenerate Obamanation, 
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Deep State which is now so pervasive and powerful that it cannot be practically 
challenged. 
 
What this really means is that even civil war will not produce a favorable outcome for 
the righteous Patriot Movement that only desires a cohesive union of law-abiding 50 
states.  American society is simply far too complex and convoluted to stage a revolution 
against the treasonous elements that exist … … … EVERYWHERE. 
 
This is exactly how the treacherous banksters set up the present predicament with the 
Federal Reserve Act of 1913.  Yes, the barbarians have been inside the gate for well 
over 100 years; and in reality for many decades before that.  And, the cabal has been 
executing this convoluted criminal conspiratorial plot to collapse America for that long 
mostly without detection.  Their countless agents of Cultural Marxism have already 
succeeded in irreparably tearing the fabric of American society. 
 
What to do? 
 
We really are in a bad way as a nation, no matter how you look at it. 
 
Even a ‘successful’ violent revolution against the numerous and disparate traitorous 
elements throughout the country will not produce the desired result.  After all, what do 
we do with them after a ‘win’.  What do we do with NYC and Philly, LA and San Fran, 
Chicago and Detroit, Seattle and Portland, Denver and Atlanta, Houston and Austin, 
Miami and Broward County, Baltimore and Charlotte?  Everywhere you look there is a 
“Sodom and Gomorrah”. 
 
Hasn’t the NWO-staged Covid Plandemic revealed the true state of the USA?  That so 
many parents nationwide cannot wait to jab their trusting children with the exceedingly 
dangerous and deadly COVID-19 vaccines says it all.  Once a critical mass of both 
adults and children have been Covid vaccinated, the fate of the American Republic will 
be irreversibly sealed.  
     
Exactly what is that fate? 
 
A breakup of the American Republic into different unions of states that share key 
values, principles and ideals.  10 regions were marked out decades ago when President 
Richard Nixon was president. 
   
There is no other way at this point. 
 
Both sides of this mundane and spiritual battlefield are way too dug in to give up the 
least amount of ground.  
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The Right is about God, family and country.  The Left is about godlessness, no nuclear 
family and globalism.  The chart below presents this divide in stark contrast. 
 
How can these polar opposites possibly be reconciled?   
 
That’s right—they can’t be! 
 
We the People are in desperate need of a serious reality check … so that we can get on 
with what we all must do to survive and thrive. 
 
 
A U.S. federal appeals court has issued a stay on President Joe Biden's vaccine 
mandates for employers, freezing the requirement over constitutional concerns.  Don’t 
get too excited as it’s not chiseled in stone!   
 
Biden's mandate says companies with 100 or more employees must require their 
workers to either get the Covid-19 vaccine or be tested weekly. Numerous Republican 
states and companies, such as conservative outlet Daily Wire, had already presented 
legal challenges to Biden's controversial mandate before the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit stepped in. 
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The court put a hold on the mandate on Saturday before its January deadline over 
“grave statutory and constitutional concerns.” 
 
“Emergency hearings will take place soon,” Texas Gov. Greg Abbott tweeted about the 
decision after his state's attorney general celebrated the temporary victory over the 
federal mandate. “We will have our day in court to strike down Biden’s unconstitutional 
abuse of authority.” 
 
The court's stay on Biden's vaccine mandate is not an actual end to the requirement, 
and critics will have a process to go through before they can celebrate any actual 
victory. The decision is a temporary stay until “further action” is taken by the court after 
hearing arguments in emergency hearings that will be part of an “expedited judicial 
review.” 
 
According to the court's decision, the government has until Monday to respond to the 
“permanent injunction” being requested by the petitioners. 
 
Biden first announced his controversial mandate in September, and the specifics of the 
plan were released earlier this week amid backlash. The requirement, issued by the 
(OSHA), concerns tens of millions of Americans, promises thousands in fines for 
companies that violate the mandate, which also requires companies to pay for weekly 
testing (if an employee chooses this option), and provides paid time off for employees to 
actually get vaccinated.  
 
Conservative lawmakers and pundits have used the latest court decision to promise 
further action against the mandate, though others have accused Texas and other states 
of putting “selfishness” above the “common good.”  According to Black’s Law Dictionary, 
in order for a mandate to mean anything, it has to reciprocal by all parties.  A mandate 
is not law.  The term mandate is also used in reference to an act by which one individual 
empowers another individual to conduct transactions for an individual in that person's 
name. In this sense, it is used synonymously with Power of Attorney. 
 
Biden’s vaccine mandate is illegal, unconstitutional, unscientific, immoral, and hurtful.  
But there’s another big reason it should be nullified immediately: More than half of the 
states oppose it already.https://t.co/XxQJo1T4Lv 
— Thomas Massie (@RepThomasMassie) November 6, 2021Q 
 
In previous articles, I raised the issue over the fact that the Supreme Court has a Jesuit-
Roman Catholic choke-hold on the highest court of the land.  With a 7-2 Jesuit majority, 
I expect the Supreme Court to quickly bring this issue to the top of the docket and rule 
quickly on behalf of the right of the President to mandate the Vaxx by his January 4th, 
2022 date.  I hope I am wrong but precedent has been set months ago when Justice 
Amy Coney Barrett stayed a case in Maine challenging the State’s right to mandate the 
vaxx for state employees.  This was not the first time Amy Coney Barrett has ruled on 
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behalf of such vaxx mandates.  A few months ago she ruled for Indiana University 
against an eight-student lawsuit on this same issue.   In fact, in both cases she chose to 
act alone and not refer either case to the entire Court.  This is striking in the fact she is a 
‘Junior’ Justice on the Supreme Court.  I would say that this ‘Junior’ Justice is “drunk on 
her power!” 
 
Barrett chose not to refer the matter to the full nine-justice court and offered no 
explanation for her decision in a move that could have wider implications for vaccine 
mandates across the nation.  Barrett is prone to side with the state in all matters of 
public health hysteria, disregarding individual liberty, medical privacy, informed consent 
and human rights. She concurred with the majority in Illinois Republican Party et al. v. 
J.B. Pritzker, Governor of Illinois and agreed to hold down the people of Illinois through 
indefinite, illegal lockdowns and economic restrictions.  
 
Barret will continue to allow Democrats to rip up the Constitution under the guise of 
safety and protecting the “greater good.”  Barrett will ultimately rule in favor of 
compulsory vaccination, giving government the power to force experimental Covid-19 
injections, faulty flu vaccines, and all other pharmaceutical products that are promoted 
as one-size-fits-all “public health” solutions.   
 
Amy Coney Barrett remains a loyal and obedient Roman Catholic to the Papacy!  Prove 
me wrong.  President Donald J. Trump was simply a Jesuit coadjutor with the mandate 
to pack and stack the Supreme Court with Jesuit-controlled Roman Catholics for the 
purpose to “rubber stamp” legislation put forward by Rome in its quest of Papal control 
of America begun in 1798. 
 
Pope Francis was one of the first world leaders of a state to require employees of the 
Vatican to be vaxed, and subsequently mandated it as a requirement for keeping one’s 
job at the Vatican.  That said, I do not expect for the Supreme Court to rule against any 
mandate by the fake Joe Biden.   
 
The time frame for the “Blessed Hope” Pre-Trib Rapture is highly promising as a 
consequence of forthcoming events between November 14th and January 4th, 2022!   
 
Blessings, and keep looking up, Jesus is at the Door! 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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